There are at present over 100,000 protein structures in the Protein Data Bank. Suppose you are particularly interested in a certain entry. How can you determine its quality?
tion would be based on about 25,000 reflections. A hemoglobin structure at 5.5 Å resolution could have the same R-factor as one at 2.0 Å resolution, but an R-factor at 2.0 Å resolution is vastly more meaningful than one at 5.5 Å resolution. Clearly, the number of reflections (or observations) on which a structure is based needs to be taken into account in estimating its quality. This is one of two subjects addressed by Jimin Wang in this issue of Protein Science. 2 The second subject is crystal symmetry. 3 Although crystals are noteworthy for their symmetry, it is not required to take account of symmetry or to use crystal symmetry as an essential component of crystal structure determination. In principle, one can ignore the fact that a crystal has symmetry and still set about determining the underlying structure. From both an historical and practical perspective, this is rarely if ever done.
Using information from the symmetry of a crystal can have multiple benefits. In the first place, use of symmetry can greatly reduce the complexity of protein structure determination. With crystals of thermolysin, for example, 4 symmetry analysis shows that the unit cell contains 12 thermolysin molecules, all related to each other by various symmetry operators. Symmetry analysis also shows that many of the X-ray reflections are equal in intensity to other reflections (and only one of these needs to be measured). Roughly speaking, if one ignored the symmetry of the thermolysin crystals one would face the prospect of measuring 12 times the amount of X-ray data really necessary and determining the coordinates for a dozen independent thermolysin molecules.
Another benefit of symmetry analysis is that sometimes a minimal investment of time and effort can yield important structural insights. An early example was provided by a patient from Cincinnati who had in his serum large amounts of a cryoglobulin (in effect, a monoclonal antibody). These proteins precipitate on cooling and can be extremely dangerous in cold climates where chilling of the hands or feet can cause the protein to precipitate in the capillaries, blocking blood circulation. In this case, on removal from the patient, and being cooled, the protein not only precipitated but also gave large crystals. Preliminary analysis of the symmetry of these crystals, 5 carried out within a couple of days,
showed that the immunoglobulin molecule itself had an axis of twofold symmetry. It was known from sequence analysis that immunoglobulins have two heavy chains and two light chains linked together by disulphide bridges, but this was the first demonstration that these chains are arranged in such a way that the overall three-dimensional structure has twofold symmetry (as subsequently seen later in full structure determinations). Given the advantages of using symmetry in Xray structure analysis, why would one ignore its presence? This is one of the questions addressed by Dr. Wang. 3 As he points out, it sometimes occurs because the investigator does not appreciate all of the symmetry elements that are present in the crystal. As he also shows, this actually happens relatively frequently. Once the structure is determined, it will usually become apparent that sets of molecules in the crystal are related by symmetry (e.g. pairs of molecules related by twofold rotation). Whether this is "local" symmetry (which applies within a unit cell) or "crystallographic" symmetry (which extends throughout the whole crystal) is sometimes a matter of dispute. Another situation in which crystallographic symmetry is ignored may be in an attempt to introduce more degrees of freedom into the structure being refined. Take, for example, the case of thermolysin mentioned above. In "standard" refinement at, say, 1.6 Å resolution, 6 a single thermolysin molecule in the unit cell is refined using the 34,600 available X-ray reflections. In this case, the ratio of reflections/atoms is about 14. The procedure assumes that all 12 thermolysin molecules in the unit cell are identical (as is implied by the crystallographic symmetry). In an extreme form of "no-symmetry" refinement, it might be assumed that each of the 12 thermolysin molecules in the unit cell can have slightly different structures. Given the much larger number of parameters that can be adjusted, it would not be surprising if the R-value were reduced. Whether such reduction is meaningful is another matter. In this context, it might be noted that an almost identical situation occurs when it is assumed that a molecule in a crystal is somewhat disordered and is modeled by an ensemble of independent structures, rather than a single reference molecule. Such refinement contributed to reports of structure determinations which subsequently needed to be retracted. 7 To try to characterize possible different outcomes from "standard" refinement and "nosymmetry" refinement, Dr. Wang carried out parallel tests based on the crystal structure of a calciumgated potassium channel. 3 In this case, there are eight identical structures in the unit cell. In carrying out tests of this sort there are, unfortunately, many different protocols that can be followed, and it is impossible to test them all. Dr. Wang used conservative approaches in which the eight repeated structures in the unit cell were restrained to remain similar to each other. As shown in Table 3 The test does show that the best, most efficient and recommended procedure for protein structure refinement is to follow standard "full-symmetry" methods. That is, to incorporate the crystallographic symmetry in the refinement calculations and to avoid any form of symmetry reduction. At the time when the first protein structures were reported, computing power was limited. It was possible to calculate a three-dimensional electron density map, and with luck determine the structure, but little more. Computational refinement was only attempted to a very limited degree 8 and indeed the first successful refinement of a protein structure was carried out largely by hand. 9 It is instructive to reread what Jensen had to say in his 1971 paper.
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"We also prefer DF synthesis to least squares in the initial stages of refinement because the map (i.e. manual inspection) provides a constant check on whether the indicated corrections are sensible in terms of what is known about main chain and side chain structure. Furthermore, the computing requirements for cycles of refinement by DF synthesis are far less than for least squares." (In other words, don't trust blindly in the computer.) Now, we are in a situation where computing power is almost unlimited and there can be a temptation to use structural models which are more and more sophisticated but not necessarily justified by the data that are available.
To try to resolve this dilemma, Dr. Wang has proposed a new metric to measure the quality of a refined protein crystal structure, namely R O2A /R work . R O2A (R, observations to atoms) is the number of Xray observations divided by the number of atoms in the model. R work is the standard crystallographic Rfactor which measures the discrepancy between the reflection intensities calculated from the refined model and those measured experimentally. R O2A can vary dramatically from structure to structure [see It means that in determining the quality of a refined crystal structure, the resolution of the crystallographic data is far and away the most important factor.
There is what might be considered a "critical point" when R O2A numerically equals four. This is when the number of reflections (i.e. the number of observations) equals the number of parameters to be determined (three coordinates, x, y, z, plus a thermal factor B for each atom). As shown in Figure 5(b Take, for example, Perutz's epochal determination of the hemoglobin structure. Once the resolution reached 2 Å or thereabouts, R O2A would have been around 25,000 reflections/5000 atoms 5 5, that is, above the critical point. The original report of the structure, however, was at 5.5 Å resolution, 1 at which point R O2A was 1200 reflections/5000 atoms 5 0.2, far below the critical point. From a strictly "crystallographic" or "observation-toparameters" perspective, it was not a "high quality" structure. What made it high quality was supplemental information. First, the structure was comprised almost exclusively of a-helices which could be recognized even at low resolution. Second, the hemoglobin subunits had structures obviously similar to that seen in the independently determined myoglobin structure at similar resolution. Of course, the result also demonstrated that structure determination of proteins was possible. But, at the same time, it is a strong reminder that any X-ray structure determined at low resolution (say 3.1 Å or poorer) needs to be treated with caution.
